STOP SNOW MOLD BEFORE IT STARTS!

ConSyst® is the **Only Fungicide** you need to control Pink and Gray Snow Molds, Dollar Spot, Leaf Spot, Brown Patch, and patch diseases of turfgrass.

ConSyst® WDG applied @ 6 to 8 oz./1000 sq.ft. prior to snow cover yields 98% Snow Mold control.

**Use Daconil® For Top Notch Snow Mold Control.**

*ISK BIOSCIENCES*

Always follow label directions carefully when using turf and ornamentals plant protection products.

* Registered trademark of ISK Biosciences Corporation.
** Trademark of ISK Biosciences Corporation.
You designed the ideal work vehicle and this is it.

We call it the Workman™ 3000. And you’ll call it ideal because it does everything you want a work vehicle to do, but without all the limitations.

For instance, our Workman 3000 gives you the capacity and stability you need with the maneuverability you want. With the Workman 3000, you can carry payloads up to 2,600 lbs. — including the operator — and still have about as little ground pressure as a greens mower.

Yet, the Workman 3000 is extremely maneuverable. Its unique 70° power steering geometry gives you three-wheel maneuverability to get in and out of tight places without scuffing.

Another advantage of the Workman 3000 is you get virtually unlimited flexibility. Not only can you haul heavy loads, but you can use multibrand attachments — even a core collector and 5th wheel attachments.

Plus, you can split the cargo system into virtually any configuration that suits your operation. Mid and rear mount PTOs, a category I rear hitch, and Toro attachments let you do just about everything: lift, tow, dump, spray, spread, level, condition, saw, trim, wash, top dress and more. The only limit is your imagination.

To find out exactly how ideal the Workman 3000 can be for you, contact MTI Distributing Co. for all the details.
Rolling—
(Continued from Page 19)

ture of force per unit area, but is a method to rank the relative potential for compaction of two or more rollers. This formula is easy to use and all the information needed is readily available. By using the roll factor, a superintendent has an excellent means to compare rollers and other turf equipment used on the golf course.

The “Do’s and Don’ts” of Rolling

Now that we have reviewed the effects of rolling on the putting surface, the types of rollers available and a method to compare rollers, some final thoughts on developing a rolling program are in order.

Realize that a roller is a tool and not a quick fix or a substitute for a good agronomic program. As demonstrated through research, proper frequencies of rolling can improve the smoothness and speed of a green. Generally, low rates of rolling, such as once or twice a week during non-stress periods, can be practiced without detriment to the turf. Higher rates of rolling can be practiced for short durations only. When injury occurs, it is gradual and does not happen overnight. However, high frequencies of rolling, such as four or seven times per week for an extended period, may result in diminishing turf quality.

Rolling does not always have to be used as a means to improve existing green speed. During the off-season, when clipping production is minimal, rolling greens is an excellent means to remove dew and provide a putting surface comparable to a freshly mowed green. Rolling also can be used after aerification as a way to minimize the surface disruption associated with this practice.

The education of golfers and course officials is essential to any rolling program. Spoiling golfers with continual rolling may help create a standard that no one can sustain. It is important to make a distinction between the proper and improper use of a roller. There are times when rolling can be practiced and times when rolling is not advised. The more these groups understand the principles of a proper rolling program, the more successful the superintendent will be.

It is not known whether the practice of rolling will continue to follow a roller coaster of popularity. What is known is that superintendents now have more information about the effects of rolling and a wider choice of rolling equipment. This information can be used to develop an agronomically appropriate greens rolling program that will benefit those who enjoy golf.

Chris Hartwiger is an agronomist in the USGA Green Section's Southeastern and Florida Regions.

Scotts FF-II is your first line defense against winter diseases

In university testing Scotts FF-II has consistently outperformed all other PCNB products. In one convenient application, FF-II controls pink and gray snowmold, cool season brown patch, leaf spot, dollar spot, stripe smut and rust while providing a dormant feeding of 14-3-3 fertilizer for early spring green-up.

LEIF ERICKSON
Territory Sales Rep.
Tel: 800/728-0354

MIKE REDMOND
Territory Sales Mgr.
Tel: 612/422-0785

or 1-800-543-0006 today.
Stunning good looks aren't its only exclusive features.

Jacobsen's VA-24 Vaerator™ offers you more than any other aerator on the market. Exclusive quick-shift delivers five coring options, including the only 2” x 1” pattern. Convenient fingertip controls make the VA-24 easy to operate. The 11 hp Honda engine is powerful and reliable. And the flip-up hood design makes routine service easy.

The features are great and the performance is even better. Durable 3” tines ensure deep, vertical holes, giving your turf the benefits of a comprehensive aeration program. The result is healthier turf, and that makes you look good. Ask your Jacobsen distributor for a VA-24 Vaerator demonstration today.

THE PROFESSIONAL'S CHOICE ON TURF.
FOR SALE

• 1992 Toro 7-gang Reelmaster (5-blade) with Frame. Serviced, Sharpened and Ready to Go. Excellent Condition.

• 1969 John Deere 300 Turf Tractor. Power Steering, Set up to pull Rough Mower Reels. Package Deal $7,500.00 (will separate)

Contact: CHIP LOHMAN
Voyager Village
(715) 259-3926

WANTED

Used Aerator

Contact: Lyle O. Kleven
Sanbrook Golf Course
(612) 444-9904

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

• Re-conditioned 5-gang Nation PTO Driven Rough Mower. Equipment like new. Very low hours. $2,000

Contact: James D. Gardner, CGCS
The Wilds Golf Club
612/496-0037

FOR SALE

• Yanmar 3-cylinder Diesel

Contact: Steve Shumansky
Perham Lakeside C.C.
(218) 346-6071

FOR SALE

Neary Model #300 Lapping Machine

Contact: WILLIE KRAHN
Mountain Lake G.C.
(507) 427-2095

A-1 USED EQUIPMENT

• Ryan Mataway Seeder, 10 HP .................. $1,500.00
• Olathe Mdl. 84 Seeder 18 HP Twin ............ $1,950.00
• Hahn Spray Pro, 3-speed, 12 HP, Kohler Vicon Spreader/Spray Tank/Hose Reel ........ $1,750.00 Raven Controller Add ...................... $750.00
• Hahn Spray Pro, 3-speed, 12 HP, Kohler Spray Tank, Low Hrs., Boom/Hose Reel ........ $4,500.00
• Hahn Spray Pro, 3-speed, 18 HP Kohler Twin, Low Hrs. Vicon Spreader/Spray Tank/Hose Reel Raven Controller ........... $9,500.00
• Olathe Turf Sweeper, 20 HP, Onan Ground Dump .................. $5,500.00 & UP
• Olathe Turf Sweep, 20 HP, On Hi Lift Dump .............. $7,500.00 & UP
• Toro GM w/52" Cutting Deck, 20 HP, Onan . $3,500.00
• Ransome 36" Walk-behind, 12 HP, Kohl i $1,250.00
• Ransome 48" Walk-behind, 12 HP Kawi $1,450.00
• Woodchuck Bruch Chipper, 4-cylinder, water-cooled ................... $2,450.00

Contact Scott
(612) 636-0000
M-F

Need a Helping Hand in Planning, Preparing or Planting of those flower beds for the coming spring?

Call:
Monson Consulting Inc.
(612) 933-4638

SUPERINTENDENTS WHO ARE MEMBERS OF THE MGCSA MAY RUN CLASSIFIED ADS FREE OF CHARGE . . .

. . . JUST FAX THE MGCSA OFFICE AT (612) 473-0576

OR CALL (612) 473-0557 • TOLL FREE AT 1-800-642-7227
BENTGRASS SOD

WASHED OR UN-WASHED

Country Club TURF

Grown by golf course professionals for golf course professionals

Supplying over 150 golf course’s since 1987

612-470-0037

"A quality grown reputation"
1996 MGCSA Amateur Results
Saint Croix National Golf Club — August 12, 1996

Championship Flight

Bruce Leland, Continental Bridge ... 77
Tom Notch, Rush Creek GC ... 78
Chuck Egeberg, Clifton Hollow GC ... 79
Steve Tomaszewski, Manitou Ridge GC ... 80
Jeff Backstrom, Cannon GC ... 81
Jeff Larson, Pebble Creek CC ... 81
George Norman, New Richmond GC ... 82
Jerry Webb, Prestwick GC ... 82
Mike Brower, Hillcrest CC ... 83
Brooks Ellington, Albion Ridges ... 83
Mike Klatte, Elm Creek Golf Links of Plymouth ... 84
Steve Busch, Long Lake Tractor ... 85
Martin Terveer, Hidden Creek GC ... 85
Cary Femrite, Pebble Creek CC ... 86
Kevin Clunis, Saint Croix National GC ... 87
James Gardner, The Wilds GC ... 87
Lance Paulson, Clifton Hollow GC ... 87
Steve Makowske, Interlachen CC ... 88
Mike Nelson, Rush Creek GC ... 88
Thomas Schmidt, Hillcrest CC ... 89
Charlie Miller, Crystal Lake GC ... 91
Paul Johnson, Mendakota CC ... 91
Joe Buege, Pebble Creek CC ... 92
John Nylund, Braemar GC ... 92
Dan Pakko, Hillcrest CC ... 92
Kevan Tusa, Cannon GC ... 95
Tim Berggren, Saint Croix National GC ... 97
Chuck Schoenrock, The Wilds GC ... 99
Dennis Owen, Terrace View GC ... 104

First Flight (net scores)

Scot Ender, Ruffridge-Johnson ... 68
Eric Sundet, Hastings CC ... 70
Cris Risberg, Eagle Trace ... 72
Thomas Eschete, Crystal Lake GC ... 73
George Peterson, Pebble Creek CC ... 73
John Betchwars, Crow River Bend GC ... 75
Charlie Pooch, The Les Bolstad University of Minnesota GC ... 76
Tom Mundy, E-Z-Go ... 76
John Ganske, Spooner GC ... 76
Paul Jones, Tee Shot Marketing ... 76
Chuck Tuthill, Thiel River Falls ... 77
Jeff Langevin, Par Aide Products Co ... 79
Matt Rostal, Interlachen CC ... 79
Chris Crockett, E-Z-Go ... 79
Kelly Johnson, Oneka Ridge GC ... 80
Christopher Smith, New Richmond GC ... 80
Kevin Wold, Hillcrest CC ... 80
Scott Hoffman, Madden's on Gull Lake ... 81
Dan Evavold, MTI Distributing Co ... 81
Richard Carr, Interlachen CC ... 81
Tom Feriancew, Hastings CC ... 81
Mike Olson, Golden Valley CC ... 82
Don Egeberg, Clifton Hollow GC ... 83
Drew Larsen, Woodhill CC ... 83

First Flight (continued)

Jerry Schirm, Golden Valley CC ... 83
Butch Greeninger, MTI Distributing Co ... 84
David Kirsch, David Kirsch & Assoc ... 84
Steve Garske, Par Aide Products Co ... 87
Greg Hubbard, Manitou Ridge GC ... 89
Tom Earley, Polhus Golf & Turf ... 91
Dale Waleshek, Reed Sales ... 94
Don Belkengren, Turf Supply Company ... 100

Second Flight (net scores)

David Krueger, Crow River ... 71
John Granholm, Eau Claire CC ... 72
Marlin Murphy, Stillwater CC ... 75
Tom Little, Minnesota Golf Cars ... 78
Eric Peterson, Interlachen CC ... 78
Tom Fuller, Rush Creek GC ... 79
Robert Reihe, MTI Distributing Co ... 79
Dennis Salwei, The Howe Co ... 79
Tim Nelson, Eagle Trace ... 79
Rick Fredericksen, Woodhill GC ... 80
Fred Taylor, Mankato GC ... 86
Mark Paffel, Spooner GC ... 88
Michael Ligday, Manitou Ridge GC ... 93
Jon Almquist, MTI Distributing Co ... 96
Freddie Petersen, Dwan GC ... 101
Craig Vigen, Fargo CC ... 103

Callaway Flight

Scott Wersal, Northfield GC ... 71
Kevin Proemming, Crow River CC ... 72
Larry Thornton, Ringer Corp ... 73
Chuck Molinari, Fox Hollow GC ... 74
Alex Ellram, River Oaks GC ... 76
Mike Kettler, Sunde Engineering ... 76
Brian Kenny, Precision Turf ... 77
Bob Atol, Braemar GC ... 78
Brett Hetland, Bristol Ridge GC ... 78
Robert Schmidt, Bristol Ridge GC ... 78
Forrest Tibbetts, Stillwater CC ... 79
Ben Ratzlaff, River Oaks GC ... 79
Allen Starke, Mankato GC ... 79
Mike Kelly, Glen Rehbein Co ... 84

Senior Flight (net scores)

John Beyer, Pine Meadows GC ... 68
Dick Grundstrom, Indian Hills GC ... 77
John Monson, Long Prairie CC ... 78
Gary Rohling, Rohling Green Corp ... 78
Jerry Bibby, St. Paul ... 78
Joe Check, Check Signature Inc ... 80
Russ Adams, Les Bolstad University of Minnesota GC ... 86
Daryl Scheerhoorn, PBI/Gordon ... 94
We’re Right on Par for What You Need!
Applications for All Areas of the Game.

Soil Solutions!
from Floratine

CalpHlex-
The Economical, Highly Soluble Calcium Chelate for Managing:
- Calcium Deficiency
- Magnesium Excess
- pH Balance
- Sodium Build-Up

Maxiplex-
The Concentrated Liquid Humic Acid for Better Management of:
- Compaction
- Nutrient Tie-Up
- Leaching
- Hot Spots

Floratine Products Group
129 S Main, Collierville, TN 38017
(901) 853-2898

#1 in BioStimulants
JUST FOR THE HEALTH OF IT!

*ASTRON PLUS *PER “4” MAX PLUS
*KNIFE PLUS *RENAISSANCE

and other patented hormone balanced auxiliary nutrient compounds promoting improvements in turfgrass:

*Root Development
*Stress Resistance & Recovery
*Health & Quality

Decidedly Different in Design & Performance

Advanced Synthetic Turf
The Look & Feel of Real Grass

- Professional Putting Greens
  - For New and Replacement Greens
  - Sand and Rubber Top Dressing for a Realistic look and Feel
  - 1 1/4 inches Deep

- Turf For Woods & Irons
  - For Driving Ranges and Tee Replacement
  - Special Top Dressing for Great Play
  - 2 - 2 1/2 inches Deep

- Golf Mats for Driving Ranges
  - 5 ft x 5 ft mat at 1 1/4 inches thick
  - Can be rotated for longer life
  - The BEST mats for The BEST Price

*Also Available for Tennis Courts*

*Sports Fields*

Proud to be a member
GCSAA
Platinum Tee Club

Thanks to our many turfgrass management friends

Floratine
Creative Solutions for Turfgrass Management
179 So. Main/Collierville, TN 38017
(901) 853-2898

For More Information Call Dan or Rick at 612-934-1205

Superior Tech Products 80 W 78th St, Suite 135 Chanhassen, MN 55317
The Scholarship Committee of the MGCSA is pleased to announce the four recipients of $1,000 turf scholarship for the 1996-1997 academic term.

**Andrew Larsen**

Andrew is currently in the turf program at the University of Minnesota leaning toward a major in Environmental Horticulture. His past golf course experience includes working from May of 1991 to June of 1996 at Interlachen Country Club. He is presently employed at Woodhill Country Club in the capacity of supervising foreman.

**Ann Paulisich**

Ann will apply her scholarship towards completing a two-year technical program for turfgrass management at Penn State University. Ann is a graduate of St. Cloud State University and is currently employed at Stillwater Country Club where she has been since May of 1991.

**Reid Paulson**

Reid is going to South Dakota State University after completing a two-year program at NDSU-Bottineau. He hopes to complete a four-year program at SDSU in horticulture with emphasis on turf management as he enjoys golf course work immensely. Experience for Reid includes 3½ years at Devils Lake Town and Country Club and current employment at Bristol Ridge Golf Course.

**Shannon Schornack**

Shannon will be entering a two-year program in golf course grounds management hoping to pursue a career as a superintendent. Shannon's interest in the profession surfaced as he became involved in the expansion of Terrace National Golf Course in Staples where he has worked since June, 1995.

Best of luck to all of our scholarship recipients. They follow an ever-increasing number of successful students receiving scholarships and continuing in the profession.

Thank you Precision Turf, Leitner Company and Par Aide Products Company for donations which help keep our scholarship program operating.

The scholarship committee consists of Tom Johnson, Dave Zimmer, Dick Grundstrom, Larry Mueller, Pat Walton and Charlie Pooch.

Anyone wishing to donate prizes for the raffle, to be held during the trade show to benefit the scholarship fund, please call Scott Turtinen at the MGCSA office (612) 473-0557. This raffle will hopefully add funds which must be made to keep our current scholarship program going.

— Charlie Pooch
MGCSA Scholarship Chairman
GCSAA Study Shows Improvement In Golfer Environmental Attitudes

The majority of America's golfers believe that golf course superintendents use pesticides and fertilizers responsibly, and their general concerns about the environmental impact of golf have decreased, according to a new independent study commissioned by the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America (GCSAA).

More than 80 percent of golfers surveyed believe that superintendents are environmentally responsible and that golf courses are good for the environment—a figure up from just 55 percent less than two years ago.

Golfers cited unrepaired ball marks as the most bothersome and frequent course conditioning problem. "It was interesting that the thing that bothered golfers most is a problem they can and should fix themselves," said GCSAA President Bruce R. Williams, CGCS.